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About Our Speaker, Dr. Paul Gregory 
Paul Gregory is a research fellow at the Hoover Institution.  He holds an en-
dowed professorship in the Department of Economics at the University of Hous-
ton, Texas, is a research professor at the German Institute for Economic Re-
search in Berlin, and is emeritus chair of the Internat' l Advisory Board of the 
Kiev School of Economics.  Gregory has held visiting teaching appointments at 
Moscow State University, Vladrina University, and the Free University of Berlin. 
The holder of a PhD in Economics from Harvard University, he is the author or 
co-author of twelve books and more than one hundred articles on economic de-
mography.  His most recent books are Women of the Gulag: Portraits of Five 
Remarkable Lives, Politics, Murder, and Love in Stalin's Kremlin, Lenin's Brain 
and Other Tales from the Secret Soviet Archives, Terror by Quota, and The Po-
litical Economy of Stalinism which won the Hewett Prize.  He edited The Last 
Transcripts of the Politburo, Behind the Facade of Stalin's Command Economy 
and The Economics of Forced Labor: The Soviet Gulag.  The work of his Hoo-
ver Soviet Archives Research Project team is summarized in "Allocation Under 
Dictatorship Research in Stalin's Archive." 
Gregory has also published The Global Economy and Its Economic Systems 
and is working with Director Marianna Yarovskaya on a film documentary enti-
tled "Women of the Gulag." 
Gregory also served on the editorial board of the seven-volume Gulag docu-
mentary series entitled, "The History of the Stalin Gulag" published jointly by the 
Hoover Institution and the Russian Archival Service.  He also serves or has 
served on the editorial boards of Comparative Economic Studies, Slavic Re-
view, Journal of Comparative Economics, Problems of Post-Communism, and 
Explorations in Economic History. 

Carol Greenleaf, Program Chairman 



PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
As required by our By-laws, the Nominating Committee  submitted  the following 
recommendations for 2016 Officers and Board of Directors at the September 
general meeting.  Voting for the slate will be in October. 
 President: Edith Zitelli 
 1st VP Programs: Carol Greenleaf 
 2nd VP Membership: Karla Young 
 3rd VP, Ways & Means, Nancy Gesell 
 Treasurer: Patty Woolsey 
 Directors: Nat Hanson 
   Gloria Hom 
   Marge Masters 
   Helen Nolte 
   Twila Woods  
In my rereading of  former President Jean Ramacciotti’s excellent message to 
the membership in our April 2014 Newsletter, I believed it timely and appropriate 
to  repeat again here. 
“We all belong to a very powerful organization, the National Federation of Re-
publican Women. Back in 1938 a number of independent Republican Women’s 
clubs bonded together as a Federation. Founder Marion Martin set the stage for 
the 1st Federation meeting in Chicago at  the Palmer House. California was one 
of the original eleven state wide organizations with members in 60% of the 
counties in their state. One of the objectives of this new organization was to 
keep women together between elections, keep them informed with incentive to 
continue their activities and to keep alive Republican ENTHUSIAM year round. 
So let us make sure that the enthusiasm keeps going! God Bless America.” 
As you can note from above,  in these 77 years the organization has proven its 
value and sustainability. At this week’s meeting it was called to my attention that 
we should encourage our members more often to invite guests, and I concurred.  
Carol has arranged  several  excellent speakers in the next months and with 
hopes of increasing our membership, we should bring friends and associates to 
hear them. 
          Edith 



El Nino Can’t Save California—Need Governorto Stop Giving Water to Fish Bait 
 By Stephen Frank — CA Political News and Views 
A couple of months ago the very confused Guv Brown gave $287 million of bond money meant for dams, to make 
fish bait (delta smelt) comfortable. This, even though he previously spent $10 million on a university hatchery to 
create 20,000 (so far) fish bait. He still hasn’t used money authorized by the legislature (he asked for the money) 
to build dams and other water storage facilities. In fact his water pol-
icy is cutting water, fines and punishment. 
“Four bone-dry years in a row in California have so far cost the state 
a “rain debt” equal to a year’s worth of rain, according to a NASA 
study released Thursday. 
The study conducted by NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center 
viewed California’s drought through satellite images and revealed 
that over the last four years, the parched state is short 20 inches of 
rain – the average rainfall the state expects as a whole in one year. 
It almost seems that Guv Brown loves to deny people water. He did 
it in 1975 when he first served as Governor, now he has a new 
chance to harm Californians—and has done a great job in harming 
us! 
 

California ‘Rain Debt’ Equals a Year of Storms 
 By Nick Cahill, Courthouse News 
Four bone-dry years in a row in California have so far cost the state a “rain debt” equal to a year’s worth of rain, 
according to a NASA study released Thursday. 
The study conducted by NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center viewed California’s drought through satellite im-
ages and revealed that over the last four years, the parched state is short 20 inches of rain – the average rainfall 
the state expects as a whole in one year. 
NASA’s report blames California’s notorious drought on a stubborn high-pressure system, nicknamed the 
“Ridiculously Resilient Ridge” for blocking moisture-rich atmospheric rivers over the last four years. The ridge has 
denied potent winter storms known as the Pineapple Express from reaching the Golden State’s shores. 
“When they say that an atmospheric river makes landfall, it’s almost like a hurricane, without the winds. They 
cause extreme precipitation,” the study’s lead author Andrey Savtchenko said in a statement. 
According to the study, the atmospheric rivers account for 20 to 50 percent of California’s precipitation on average 
and happen just a few times a year. 
Climate change could be enhancing California’s current drought and NASA says ultra-dry stretches could become 
more common in the future. 
“Drought has happened here before. It will happen again, and some research groups have presented evidence it 
will happen more frequently as the planet warms,” Savtchenko said. “But, even if the climate doesn’t change, are 
our demands for fresh water sustainable?” 
The study also cites the state’s large growth in population, industry and agriculture as reasons the current drought 
has had such drastic impact on groundwater supplies and reservoir levels when compared with prior droughts. 
In April, a diminished Sierra Nevada snowpack forced Gov. Jerry Brown to issue the state’s first mandatory water 
restrictions. Brown tasked regulators and water agencies with finding a way to cut urban water use by 25 percent 
of 2013 levels. 
On Thursday, the State Water Resources Control Board released data showing that Californians took heed of 
Brown’s order and slashed urban water use by a collective 27 percent in June – the first official month of Brown’s 
mandate. Water agencies face penalties for falling short of their conservation goals. 
“This report shows that residents knew they had to keep conserving even during the summer heat and they kept 
the sprinklers off more than they would in a normal year,” said Felicia Marucs, water board chair. “That’s the right 
attitude as we head into August and September heat – in the drought of the century with no certain end date.” 
NASA’s study examined 17 years of satellite observations and 36 years of combined observations to graph Cali-
fornia’s yearly precipitation levels since 1979. The report detailed a particularly dry period between 1986 and 
1994, where the state’s precipitation deficit reached 27 inches. 
According to the report, El Nino patterns typically contribute just six percent to California’s precipitation variability 
and that it’s possible the El Nino conditions expected later this year won’t end the drought. 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration rank the current El Nino as the third strongest in the past 
65 years as measured in May and June. 



DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT 
 By Dennis Prager 
Most Americans hold either liberal or conservative positions on most matters. In many instances, however, they would 
be hard pressed to explain their position or the position they oppose. 
But if you can’t explain both sides, how do you know you’re right? 
At the very least, you need to understand both the liberal and conservative positions in order to effectively understand 
your own. 
I grew up in a liberal world — New York, Jewish and Ivy League graduate school. I was an 8-year-old when President 
Dwight Eisenhower ran for re-election against the Democratic nominee, Adlai Stevenson. I knew nothing about politics 
and had little interest in the subject. But I well recall knowing — knowing, not merely believing — that Democrats were 
“for the little guy” and Republicans were “for the rich guys.” 
I voted Democrat through Jimmy Carter’s election in 1976. He was the last Democrat for which I voted. 
Obviously, I underwent an intellectual change. And it wasn’t easy. Becoming a Republican was emotionally and psycho-
logically like converting to another religion. 
In fact, when I first voted Republican I felt as if I had abandoned the Jewish people. To be a Jew meant being a Democ-
rat. It was that simple. It was — and remains — that fundamental to many American Jews' identity. 
Therefore, it took a lot of thought to undergo this conversion. I had to understand both liberalism and conservatism. In-
deed, I have spent a lifetime in a quest to do so. 
The fruit of that quest will appear in a series of columns explaining the differences between left and right. 
I hope it will benefit conservatives in better understanding why they are conservative, and enable liberals to understand 
why someone who deeply cares about the “little guy” holds conservative — or what today are labeled as conservative — 
views. 
Difference No. 1: Is Man Basically Good? 
Left-of-center doctrines hold that people are basically good. On the other side, conservative doctrines hold that man is 
born morally flawed — not necessarily born evil, but surely not born good. Yes, we are born innocent — babies don’t 
commit crimes, after all — but we are not born good. Whether it is the Christian belief in Original Sin or the Jewish belief 
that we are all born with a yetzer tov (good inclination) and a yetzer ra (bad inclination) that are in constant conflict, the 
root value systems of the West never held that we are naturally good. 
To those who argue that we all have goodness within us, two responses: 
First, no religion or ideology denies that we have goodness within us; the problem is with denying that we have badness 
within us. Second, it is often very challenging to express that goodness. Human goodness is like gold. It needs to be 
mined – and like gold mining, mining for our goodness can be very difficult. 
This so important to understanding the left-right divide because so many fundamental left-right differences emanate from 
this divide. 
Perhaps the most obvious one is that conservatives blame those who engage in violent criminal activity for their behavior 
more than liberals do. Liberals argue that poverty, despair, and hopelessness cause poor people, especially poor blacks 
— in which case racism is added to the list — to riot and commit violent crimes. 
Here is President Barack Obama on May 18, 2015: 
“In some communities, that sense of unfairness and powerlessness has contributed to dysfunction in those communi-
ties...Where people don’t feel a sense of hope and opportunity, then a lot of times that can fuel crime and that can fuel 
unrest. We’ve seen it in places like Baltimore and Ferguson and New York. And it has many causes — from a basic lack 
of opportunity to some groups feeling unfairly targeted by their police forces.” 
So, poor blacks who riot and commit other acts of violence do so largely because they feel neglected and suffer from 
deprivations. 
Since people are basically good, their acts of evil must be explained by factors beyond their control. Their behavior is not 
really their fault; and when conservatives blame blacks for rioting and other criminal behavior, liberals accuse them of 
“blaming the victim.” 
In the conservative view, people who do evil are to be blamed because they made bad choices — and they did so be-
cause they either have little self-control or a dysfunctional conscience. In either case, they are to blame. That’s why the 
vast majority of equally poor people — black or white — do not riot or commit violent crimes. 
Likewise, many liberals believe that most of the Muslims who engage in terror do so because of the poverty and espe-
cially because of the high unemployment rate for young men in the Arab world. Yet, it turns out that most terrorists come 
from middle class homes. All the 9/11 terrorists came from middle- and upper-class homes. And of course Osama bin 
Laden was a billionaire. 
Material poverty doesn’t cause murder, rape or terror. Moral poverty does. That’s one of the great divides between left 
and right. And it largely emanates from their differing views about whether human nature is innately good. 



VOTER ID WORKS IN MEXICO - IT COULD ALSO WORK IN LA AND US 
 By Fred Mariscal, City Watch 
PERSPECTIVE-On any given morning, in just about any Mexican city you can see a Mexican citizen lining up 
to renew his or her voter credential, a document required at a polling station to vote. But voting is not the main 
reason they get it. The free photo ID issued by the Federal Electoral Institute has become the accepted way 
to prove one’s identity — and is a one-card way to open a bank account, board an airplane, buy cigarettes 
and enter a bar. Voting is always an afterthought to Mexicans; they ask for it everywhere, it’s almost impossi-
ble to live without it. 
Here in the United States the left is against voter ID’s. The American Civil Liberties Union says it’s an invasion 
of privacy. Which is nonsense, it’s like saying that having a driver’s license or a Social Security Card threat-
ens our privacy. Minority advocacy groups have even alleged that the cards would frighten minorities going to 
the polls. 
But Mexico has not seen many problems with its card, and national identity cards have been issued for years 
in France, Spain, Poland, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, Singapore, Brazil, and many other countries to prove 
citizenship. They can be use for many purposes, including travel, banking, and healthcare access as well as 
voting. 
Mexico is a relatively poor country, yet does not lower standards to allow for the poor to register and vote as 
is done in America. No excuses are made while setting a high standard for all with no discernible drop in voter 
participation. 
So what has happened so far in the more than 20 years that the ID has been in place? In 1994, voter registra-
tion was 45 million, which was 50% of the population. In 2009, it rose to 72 million, which is 65% of the popu-
lation. So, even though the reforms made it more involved to register, registration actually increased. 
What about turnout? Did the tough new voter ID laws and lack of voting by mail suppress the vote? The com-
plete opposite has happened. 
In the 1988 election, there were 19.6 million votes cast, representing about 25% of the population. In 2006, 
under the strict new rules, the number of votes cast skyrocketed to 41.7 million, which was almost 40% of the 
population. 
I’m not necessarily advocating for the government to start issuing voter ID’s, however, I think this is a good 
idea and can be implemented over time so that all citizens eventually can have an ID. 
This is not just a matter of voting, but also a matter of national security. Improved identifications were recom-
mended by the 9/11 Commission given that the hijackers had driver’s licenses or state non-driver’s identifica-
tion cards that they used to rent apartments, open bank accounts and board planes. Social Security numbers 
are often used as proof of eligibility to work, but undocumented often use stolen numbers. I have to say for 
the record that I was in favor of the California law granting undocumented workers drivers’ licenses for that is 
a matter of public safety period. 
But Although in Mexico the national photo ID was introduced to stop voter fraud, it has achieved much more, 
bolstering the credibility of elections and helping the poor. 
The IDs resolved a problem for many poor people “who previously had no way of being able to identify them-
selves,” said Miguel Ángel Carlos, security committee coordinator at the Association of Mexican Banks. 
Some U.S. states, including Texas and South Carolina, approved laws requiring voters to show a government 
photo identification prior to voting. The U.S. Justice Department rejected the law, saying it discriminates 
against minorities. Really? So we have to accept that minorities can’t get the require documentation? We 
should figure out a way to help those minorities who can’t verify their identity verify it. 
Every citizen in the United States should be able to prove his or her identity if they choose to, being poor or a 
minority shouldn’t be an obstacle. It should be a basic American right. — This is nonsense! 
Let’s be honest about it, the arguments against the ID are just weak excuses, there is nothing to be afraid of. 
The hurdles can be overcome, and overtime the benefits will outweigh the risks. 
This is the United States of America, if Mexico can do it so can we. Rich or poor, minority or majority every 
American citizen should have access to their identity. Every citizen should have access to a basic govern-
ment ID and it should be free. It will make our country safer, and things will be easier for everyone.  From: 
Stephen Franks "CA Political News and Views" 



RANDOM THOUGHTS 
 By Thomas Sowell 
Random thoughts on the passing scene: 
Stupid people can cause problems, but it usually takes brilliant people to create a real catastrophe. 
President Obama’s “agreement” with Iran looks very much like “the emperor’s new clothes.” We are sup-
posed to pretend that there is something there, when there is nothing there that will stop, or even slow 
down, Iran’s development of a nuclear bomb. 
The endlessly repeated argument that most Americans are the descendants of immigrants ignores the 
fact that most Americans are NOT the descendants of ILLEGAL immigrants. Millions of immigrants from 
Europe had to stop at Ellis Island, and had to meet medical and other criteria before being allowed to go 
any further. 
Governor Bobby Jindal: “I realize that the best way to make news is to mention Donald Trump. … So, I’ve 
decided to randomly put his name into my remarks at various points, thereby ensuring that the news me-
dia will cover what I have to say.” Governor Jindal’s outstanding record in Louisiana should have gotten 
him far more attention from the media than Trump’s bombast. 
In her latest book, “Adios, America!” Ann Coulter says, “if Romney had won 71 percent of the Hispanic 
vote in 2012, instead of 27 percent, he still would have lost. On the other hand, had he won just 4 percent 
more of the white vote, he would have won.” 
Despite an old saying that taxes are the price we pay for civilization, an absolute majority of the record-
breaking tax money collected by the federal government today is simply transferred by politicians from 
people who are not likely to vote for them to people who are more likely to vote for them. 
Do the people who are always demanding that there be more “training” for police ever say that the hood-
lums that the police have to deal with should have had more training by their parents, instead of being al-
lowed to grow wild, like weeds? 
Europe is belatedly discovering how unbelievably stupid it was to import millions of people from cultures 
that despise Western values and which often promote hatred toward the people who have let them in. 
There are so many conservative Republican candidates for the party’s presidential nomination that they 
may once again split the conservative vote so many ways as to guarantee that the nomination will go to 
some mushy moderate. 
Barack Obama wrote a book titled “The Audacity of Hope.” His own career, however, might more accu-
rately be titled “The Mendacity of Hype.” 
With all its staggering horrors and insanities, World War II may yet turn out to have been just a dress re-
hearsal for the ultimate catastrophe of a nuclear-armed terrorist nation like Iran. We seem oblivious to the 
possibility that we may be leaving our children and grandchildren at the mercy of people who have dem-
onstrated repeatedly that they have no mercy. 
No matter how many federal felony laws Hillary Clinton may have violated by using her own personal 
email account to do her work as Secretary of State, she is unlikely to face any legal consequences. Presi-
dent Obama can pardon her, as he can pardon Lois Lerner or the head of the Internal Revenue Service or 
others who may have violated federal laws during his administration. 
When Jeb Bush allowed hecklers shouting “Black lives matter” to drive him off the stage in Las Vegas, he 
may have given us a clue as to what kind of president he would be. We ignored too many clues about 
Barack Obama before putting him in the White House. There is no excuse for ignoring clues about an-
other candidate now. Can you imagine Ronald Reagan letting hecklers drive him off the stage? 
Donald Trump has credited his political donations with getting Hillary Clinton to come to his wedding. 
What kind of man would want Hillary Clinton at his wedding, much less boast of having her there? 
A salute to Bill O'Reilly for being one of the very few people in the media to talk plain common sense 
about the disintegration of the black family, and the resulting social problems that followed. 
Ronald Reagan won two landslide victories with the help of “Reagan Democrats.” These were voters who 
usually voted for Democrats but were now voting for Reagan. He got these voters by winning them over to 
his policy agenda — not by adjusting his policy agenda to them, as the Republican establishment today 
seems to think is the way to expand their constituency. 
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  UPCOMING EVENTS 

October 23-25 — CFRW 2015 BIENNIAL CONVENTION, IRVINE 

Tuesday, October 6 — BOARD MEETING 

Tuesday, November 3 — BOARD MEETING 

Wednesday, Nov. 11 — GENERAL MEETING 

DECEMBER HOLIDDAY PARTY, date to be determined 


